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entitled him to be treated in the same way as an EEA national in rela
tion to treatment once in employment. The European Court of
justice agreed [bat the relevant parr of rhc association agreement was
capable of direct effect, that is being applied by a [EA Member State
court, and thus sporting bodies could not discriminate against Kolpak
once in legal employment within an EEA Member Stare." The EU has
a small number of association agreements with other European

nations, many of which have since joined the EU. However, the
'Coronou Agreement' has given the ruling the potential for a signifi
cantly greater impact. The Coronou Agreement is an international
agreement signed between the EU and nations from the ACP (Africa,
Carribean, Pacific) Group, which now includes more than 70 nations.
Article 13(3) of the Cotonou Agreemcnr includes similar provisions ro
those applied in Kolpal«; poreruially expanding the reach of the
Kofpak decision to 100 states.' Although concerning handball, the
decision has been of particular significance to other sports, not least
cricket and the rugby codes in the UK context. In respecr of cricket,
the Cotonou Agreement extends the non-discrimination obligation
to Test playing nations: South Africa and the stares making up the
Wes[ Indies. The incl usion of South Africa and rhc South Sea Islands
have provoked most concern amongst the rugby codes B

It is significant that the Kofpak ruling applies only to the rrcatrncnt

of players once in lawful employment in an Ell member State, ir does
not extend to a right of entry or access to employment or free move
ment between EU Member Stares." However, the judgment has
effecred a shift in regulatory responsibility away from sporting feder
ations to State authorities, which have control of work permit provi
sion. This reptesents the key to the Kolpak approach, as the capacity
to enter into lawful employment is a prerequisite to engaging the
rights coming from rhe judgment.

The UK government has recently taken action to limit access to
work permits by sportS professionals. Sports federations in the llK
face particular problems because of rhe overlap between Ko/pair coun-

"Bosman should not be seen as a bible."

The name of one journeyman Belgian footballer, jean-Marc Bosman,
has become considered synonymum with the revolution that has
taken place in association football. During each summer, between the
end of one football season and the start of rhe next, the media is full
of Bosrnan's name. This is not because of great sporting achicvcrncnrs
or of field heroism, bur because of the implications of the case rhar
Bosman broughr against football's regulations and governing bodies,
What might otherwise have been referred to as a 'free' or 'our of con
tract' transfer has indelibly become the 'Bosman. This case - and the
modifications imposed upon the football transfer system subsequent
ly' - have had implications not confined tu that particular spor!. In
fact any professional spon operating in the European Union will
almost certainly have had to review its practices in the light of rhe
judgrncnr.

The details of the case are well known, and will not be considered
in great depth. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile briefly outlining the {'NO

main issues in the case.

Bosman and itsimpact
In UnIOn Royal<' Bt/f./' desSociete: de Football Association ASBI. v, [ean
Man B0Sl7tan3 (Busman) the European Court of Justice (ECjl OUl

lawed the imposition of transfer fees upon rhe expiry of a footballer's
playing contract. The second clement of the Bosman judgment was
the prohibition of player quotas based on nationality, having the
effect of preventing EU nationals from obtaining employment with
professional teams abroad.

One immediate consequence of the judgment in Bosman was rhat
rhe significance of holding the passport of an EU Member State grew
immensely for professional sportsmen as rhis represenlS the key to

freedom of movement within the European Union, This came about
because of rhe relatively simplistic response uf many spons governing
bodies to the judgment; where spom had previously placed quantita
tive limitations on non-domestic nationals there were now limits
placed on non-EU or EEA nationals participating in professional
SP0l[_ Acquisition of this status effectively allows a third state nation
al to sidestep the narionaliry requirements imposed by sporting fcdcr
arions, as well as any onerous immigration or work permit require
ments which states may impose on incoming workers. Indeed some
players and agents were driven to deception and forgery in order ro
secure access to the freedoms afforded under rhc Treary of Rome. \ A
rcccnt exam plc of the importance of obtaining EU 'cirizenship' is pro
vided by Brazilian striker julio Baptisra, a transfer target for Arsenal,
who declined the opportunity to move to rhe English dub in favour
of staying in Spain with Real Madrid. His choice was partly premised
on the basis that he would then satis/)' the qualifying period for
Spanish citizenship and the corresponding capacity to freely obtain
employment within the Community.

Extending Bosman
Access to Community law rights of free movement has been

extended. by the decision of the ECJ in the case of Deutscher
Handballbund v Maros KoljJflk.5 Kolpak, a Slovakian handball player,
was employed as a professional by a German team. As a Slovak, a
narional of a State nor then a member of the EU, Ko!pak was not con
sidered subject [0 the non-discrimination provisions emanaring from
Bosman. Tbe Handbaflbund limited che number of non-EEA narion
als teams could field in profession;ll fixtures. Kolpak considered that
an association agreement becween Slovakia and the European Union
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anr discrimination based on nationality put in place by sporTS regula
tors will be considered illegal under Community law. However, this
Clils to appreciate that sports differ in their essential characteristics,
whether that be in respect of market structure or geographical cover
age, and that such contextual factors have the potential to result in
different outcomes when Community law is applied.

Sportingrules
To make the assumpt ion that restrict ions and regulations that disad
vantage 'foreigners' are per se unlawful is a mistake. k with many
aspects of legal regulation it IS rare that rules are absolute - and where
a compelling compering value can be evidenced then exceptions can
he made. In particular, it is valuable to consider the approach of the
ECj in the Bosman case. Breaches of Art 39 Fe can usually only be
justified by reference to the req uirernen ts of public policy, public
health and public securi ry, Account should also be taken of the restric
tive jurisprudence in these respects. Nevertheless the Court was pre
pared ro consider the view that arrangements of a purely sporting
nature might fall without the compass of the Treaty of Rome. In the
early case of Dona v Maruerotq the ECj accepted the proposition that
proporrionare rules aimed ar genuinely sporting objectives could
exempt span from consideration under the Treaty, Such an approach
has been followed more recently, culminating in the judgment in
Meca-Medina and Majcen v Commission. 20 The approach of rhe
Community Courts in such cases has been that such rules arc nor eco
nomic though, as discussed hy Weather ill, this approach has link
merit. "

Maintaining National Links
It was argued in Bosman rhar the restriction on 'foreign' players was
pur m place to maintain the link between reams and the counrry in
which they play.

The ECj responded unsyrnparhcrically, perceiving the lmk between
Stare and ream as being no more necessary than an allegiance with the
team's locality or region. Given a lack of similar protection in this
regard restrictions on narionaliry could certainly not be justified in
this manner." Nevertheless, such an approach does suggest a way For
ward for sports tederarions. Were competition to be cenrered around
a geographically oriented approach. rather than a 'club' sysrem then
the potential arises for free movement provisions to be circumvented
to some degree. Sports well disposed to a regionally structured 'state
of origin' type competition may well find rhar they are better able to

achieve this. Rugby Union provides a good example, particularly in
Scotland, Wales and Ireland, where top-level competition is already
structured on a regional basis.

Examples exist in cricket also, most notably Yorkshire CCC which
only relatively recently abandoned its "Yorkshiremen only" policy.
This approach is not, however, without its drawbacks; such a scheme

tries and those making up the Commonwealth. Citizens of
Commonwealth nations are given preferential treatment by the UK
governmenr, allowing them ro undertake employment as parr of a
'working holiday' for up to two years. It was feared rhar such easy
access to work permits. combined with the Kolpa]: freedoms, would
effectively open up the marker for professional sports persons in the
UK, leading to an influx of 'foreign' players. The government has
responded to this by amending the conditions of the Commonwealth
citizens working-holiday work permit scheme [0 expressly disqualify
such workers from engaging in employment as sports professionals.'?
More specifically, rhe Home Oftlce works with sports governing bod
ies to construct specific arrangements for professionals within individ
ual sports. As the Ko/pak position only applies to workers once they
are in employment," these filtration systems are of great importance
to spans governing bodies. Jl

The Ko/pak judgmenr is of such significance primarily because of
the response of SPOftS federations to rhe ECrs rulmgs in Bosman. The
typical reaction was rhc relatively simple amendment of qualification
rules such that where previously there had been restrictive measures
imposed in respect of 'foreign' players these were simply amended to
refer to non-EEA players. After Kolpak rhe approach seems to have
been much rhe same; a simple change, dumbly accepring that players
qualified in rhis war should be treated in the same way as Hosman

players.
The significant numbers of Ko/pakand Bosman qualified 'foreign'

players participating in English County Cricket suggest that such an
approach has not been entirely successful, at least from the perspec
rive of those who see such developments as undesirable. Surveys sug
gest that County teams are fielding as many as two Bosman-Kolpai:
qualified players, in addition to rhci r {WO 'official' foreign players."
Similarly, ir seems rhar the rugby codes have encountered SImilar
problems.';

A Retreatfrom Bosman?
English cricket's regulatory hodr, the England and Wales Cricket
Board (tCB), has soughr to counter this trend by rewarding COUnty
sides financially for each England qualified player fielded in compet
irive fixtures." This measure isaimed ar bypassing the equal treatment
requirement' imposed by the Bosman and Kolpak cases. The EC]
might well take rhe view that these measures constitute discrirnina
rion based on narionaliry, placing UK nationals in an advantageous
position. and thus amount 10 a porenrial breach of Article 39 EC and
related Ko/pak type agreements. It is arguable rhar this measure could
be considered not to be directly discriminatory, but this would still
mean that the ECB have failed to take account of the approach to

indirecr discrimination adopted hy the European Court of justice,
rhar a migrant worker musr nOI be treated:

"differently from national workers in respect of any conditions of
employment and work, in particular as regards remuneration, dis
missal, and should he become unemployed, reinsrarernenr or reern
ployrnenr."!"

Similarly, any measure which is "likely to constitute an obstacle to

the free movement of workers"!" would be a primafaci~ breach of [he
free movement principle. It seems likely that increasing numbers of
sparring bodies will seek to protecr 'domestic' players. Indeed, the
governing body of European football (UEFA) has introduced propos
als recently which are aimed at ensunng that professional clubs
mcludc a Significant proportion of 'home grown' players in their
squads." It seemed iruriallv [hat the adoprion of this measure would
be the subject of legal challenge emanating from the English and
Italian leagues, though this has not, as yet, been forthcoming. Such
litigation, whatever its source, appears inevitable at some stage how
ever. Nevertheless, such an approach appears popular wirh both rugby
eodes contempla[ing regulatory acrion to counter the influx of 'for
eign' players under these cases.

InSupport of Discrimination
The homogeneic approach adopted by many team sports in the wake
of the judgments in Bnsman and Kolpak makes rhe assumption that
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particular "Superi.eague", with the inrernarional game rather margin
alized. As such ir may be more difficult ro make our a srrong case that
the international game needs protection. Indeed, Rugby League has
welcomed 'foreign' imports wirh significantly tewer reservations rhan
other spons. Nevertheless, Community law does recognise the inher
ent value of inrernational competition and rhar it can justify the pro
porrionate imposition of free movement restrictions:

'The pursuit of a national team's interests constitutes an overriding
need in the public interest which, by irs very nature, is capable of jus
tifying restrictions on rhe freedom ro provide services. In order to

meet that overriding need, it is possible ro grant certain powers to rhe
sPOrts teams or to the national sports federations, which are also
exclusively responsible for selecting national teams. "19

The Importance ofCompetinue Balance
Such judicial emphasis placed upon international competition can
further jusrify potentially discriminarory practice that is aimed ar
ensuring adequate development of players for international cornpeti
rion, Sport is premised on, amongsr other rhings, the principle of
uncertainty of outcome. Sponing competition which is overly pre
dictable ceases to be exciting and does not attracr spectarors to events
or encourage participarion.'? Much domestic Sport is organised with
a view ro developing players' skills. In cricket domestic competition in
England has been restructured with a view to creating enhanced lev
els of competition and thus support the development of internation
al players, whilst in Rugby League moves are being considered
towards a franchise-srvle restructuring of SuperLeague in order to pro
vide a secure and stable basis upon which clubs can develop their
playing talent. In Bosman rhe ECl rook the view that the numher of
opportunities available to players would not be diminished by the
omlawing of nationality rules and rhus, that opportunities for devel
opment would nor be 10S[. However it is in any case arguable rhat the
Court's analysis was incorrect and that what has, in fact, occurred has
been an influx of 'foreign' players from 'strong' markets, such as Italy
and Spain, into weaker markets, with a negative impact on develop
ment and consequentially, the capacity of the national ream."
Scottish foorball is a prime example of rhis, The afcerrnath of rhe
judgment in Bosman and amendments to the transfer system resulred
in large numbers of Busman qualified players being recruited by top
Scottish clubs. often ar the expense of young Scottish players. The on
field performance of the Scorrish national ream has declined marked
ly over this period.

In Bosman the ECl recognised borh youth development and com
petitive balance as legitimate objectives to be pursued by sporting
bodies:

"In view of the considerable social importance of sporting activities
... in rhe Community, rhe aims of maintaining a balance ... by pre
serving a certain degree of equality and uncertainty as to results and

must be total if it is to sustain a claim of geographic allegiance. Thus,
this excludes the possibility of employing foreign 'stars' as a means of
making the spon attractive to specrarors and commercial partners,

Domestic Competition and National Teams
It was also argued in Busman rhat restrictions were required in order
to ensure that a sufficient throughput of players eligible to represent
the national team was secured. The Court gave little credence to this
approach: players did nor necessarily have to play for a club in a par
ticular nation in order to represent it at international level and while
acknowledging that the abolition of quotas would diminish opportu
niries to develop as a player in domestic competition, rhere would be
an increase in opportunities available in other Member Stares. ') It is
arguable that such an approach need not be considered universal
because of rhe differing structure of orher spons_ Cricket provides a
prime example with rhe English county game offering the only signif
icanr prospecr of parriciparion in a professional capacity. Reciprocal
opportunities are nor necessarily available, as in many cases 'incom
ing' players rely on a second EU nationality [Q provide access [Q free
movement rights: inevitably this is of an EU nation where no oppor
tunity to play professional cricket exists. Similarly Ko/pak countries
may owe a general obligarion to open their own markets up to EU
nationals; however they are not subject to the jurisdiction of the ECl
in rhis respect, so a consistency of access cannot be guaranreed. This
approach is equally applicable in respect of the rugby codes: Rugby
League is limited geographically even within the United Kingdom,
outside of which limited professional opportunities exist only in
France. The market in respecr of rugby Union is less restricted, bur
still narrow, with the professional game confined to rhe UK, Ireland,
France and, [Q a lesser extent, Italy.

On this basis, ir is possible ro argue rhar restrictions migh t be
acceptable where rhey seek to ensure an appropriate quality and quan
tity of players for the national team and limited reciprocal opporruni
ties for development exist.

However, this approach can only be sustained where the provision
of players for national reams is acknowledged as a genuine and legiti
mate objective. That it is genuine can be inferred from a variety of
other measures pur in place by sports regulators, In English cricket.
the professional game at a domestic level is almost wholly dependent
upon income generated by inrernational cricket, as is the grass roors
of rhe spore

This is emphasised by the controversy over the fCB's award ofTest
cricket broadcasting rights between 2006 and 2008 to BSkyB; effec
tively removing home Test matches from free to air rerresrrial televi
sion. The ECB decision was morivared by the premium which BSkyB
was able to offer for the rights.'4 The significance of this income for
cricket has been recognised by the English High Court, which also
nored rhar restrictive rules could be legitimately imposed in order to

protect the game. 'I The judicially perceived importance of television
revenues to spon more generally is also demonstrated by the relative
ly liberal approach to the application of competition law to the acqui
sirion and sale of rights to sporting events and the relatively few events
which are prorecred as being of particular national importance;" The
importance of international competition is further evidenced by the
extent to which governing bodies exercise control over players with a
view to this. In cricket the ECB operares a sysrem of 'central contracts'
where the governing body takes over the employment and control of
key players, ensuring that they are prepared to the best advantage of
the national side. Rugby Union has a less rigid structure, bur agree
ments between the Rugby Football Union (RFU) and the profession
al clubs in England limits the amount of rugby that can be played by
international players. Indeed, the degree of control exercised over
players by rhe RFU has been a marter of concern for the dubs." Even
a dub-oriented span such as association football puts in place prorec
rions for narional teams - purring in place regulations, albeit relative
ly weak, requiring rhe release of national ream players from rheir dub
sides for international fixtures. Even so, rhis protection is under attack
from the dubs. ' H By way of contrast. a spon such a~ Rugby League, is
very much focused on the professional game ar a domestic level, in
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Cricket has made moves in this direction with the inclusion of a
Scottish team in the one-day league and Ireland and the Netherlands
in the main one-day cup competition. Rugby Union has taken signif
icant strides down this road with the development of the European
Cup club competition and the expansion of the main international
tournament fro m five to six nations to include the fledgling Italian
national side. Similarly, Rugby League opens up its cup competitions
ro French sides and Les Catalans will feature in SuperLeagu.. during
rhe 2.006 season.

The legitimacy of such approach has already been supported hy
Advocate-General Cosrnas in De/iege:

"In other words, rhe idea of representativeness also includes the
need for balanced development of the sport at pan-European level;
that need is directly linked to the ideal of noble competition which is,
or at least should be, espoused in sport. Accordingly, the restrictions
on access ... which are imposed ... in the interest of the balanced
development of the sport at pan-European level, arc justified, even if
they may be equivalent to restrictions on the freedom to provide serv
ices."JR

Conclusions: A need for an imaginative response?
So it i.<; conceivable that Com muniry law could accommodate restric
tions of the nature discussed on the basis of the existence of limited
opportunities [Q play a particular spon professionally, alongside the
social significance of a particular sport at a Member State level.
Indeed, rhe ECB should be lauded for developing a less restrictive,
incentive oriented approach, which stops short of an openly discrim
inatory imposition of a han or quora on 'foreign' players. In doing this
it may have achieved a happy balance between the need to limit eco
nomic rcsmctions and a genuine interest in the protection of Iegin
mate sporting concerns. Cricket may well wish to consider other ways
of negating the externalities of the judgments in Bosman and Kolpak.
Other sports with a similar market structure to cricket, such as the
rugby codes, would do well to consider this innovative scheme and
reflect on the possibilit ics open to them to deal with Community
law', attendant problems. UEFA's new approach to the development
of youth players also suggests that a more ubiquitous spon may be
able to provide a legitimate rationale for the relaxation of the free
movement provrstons,

K one of the solutions offe red in rhis article necessarily offer spor!
a 'watertight' way around the restrictions of EC law, nor are they
exhaustive. Nevertheless, [hey clearly illustrate that sporri ng inrerests
can legitimately be shielded agAinst the adverse impact of decisions
such as Bosman and Kolpnk, provided that such measures are propor
tionate and genuine. The Post-Bosman era has undoubtedly seen a less
aggressive approach towards ~port on the part of the Community and
offered regulators [he possihiliry of wholly or partially escaping the
influence of Community law. Such an escape will undoubtedly
req uire a degree of ingenuiry and a willingness to transcend esrab
lished sporting structures. Nonerheless, such opportunities clearly
exist and the notion of a 'one size fits all', rigidly applied EC 'sports
Jaw' is undoubtedly a myth. As Professor Weatheril1 points out: "The
lesson of Bosman is that the game can cope - but only if it responds
j maginatively.11 ~tJ ,,·~-·-t=}->ul

of encouraging rhe recrui rmenr and training ofyoung players must be
accepted as legitimate. "J'

Competitive balance has also been acknowledged as a legitimate
objective by the COUrt, albeit in the eo nrexr of 'transfer wi ndows' and
expressly outlawing the variable application of the pruvisjonx conrin
gen t upon national icy.]J Nevertheless the Court has consistently
recognised rhe need for spon to be able to put in place constitutive,
structural rules, as long as they satisfy the requirements of proportion
alicy.H

Nationality or Ajfifial1on?
One potential approach that might be adopted by spons governing
bodies in order [Q circumvent Community law would be a shift in
approach requiring 'affiliation' to a particular national team, rather
than strict rules based on 'nationality proper'. In many spons it is pos
sible to acq ui re 'national iry' for the purposes of representative sporr,
indeed, to represent more rhan one international team during a
career. Such an approach IS hinted at by the England and Wales
Cricket Board's (ECB) recently introduced incentive scheme, which
rewards county sides financially for playing English qualified players 
their nationality is not necessarily in issue. Though, as noted, UK
narionals arc more likely, because of the construction of the eligibili
ty rules, to be able to sat isfy this requirement. J\

However, this situation was considered [Q be a potentially accepr
able solution by the ECl in DeMge. However, such an approach risks
conflicting with another legitimate sporting objective, Community
law has long recognised the importance of taking into account the
social significance of ,poning activity. Advocate-General Cosrnas
noted in Defiegt that the Member States had expressly identified this
in the declaration attached to the Treaty of Amsterdam:

"It should again be noted that highlighting that dimension of spon
appears !O have been one of the concerns of the Community's consti
tutional legislature duri ng the discussions leadi ng to the concl usion of
the Treat~· of Amsterdam. In Declaration No 29 on sport, the
Conference 'emphasises the social significance of ,porr, in particular
its role in forging identity and bringing people together: Nor is it a
coincidence that rhe same declaration recognises the need to listen to
spons associations when important questions affecting spon are at
issue".)('

A similar expression of the social significance of spOr! was made by
the imergovernmental conference at the signing of the Nice Treary,
Any weakeni ng of [he req uired link between in ternational players and
the national team they represent could undermine Community law's
conception of sport's Imponant role in the promotion of social soli
dariry,

PlayingforEurope?
However, certai n sports may be able to transcend this position if it is
possible to demonstrate that regulations which appear prima facie
restrictive or discriminatory might be justifiable in that they are per
ceived as promoting the development ofsport at an intra-Community
level. Indeed, Community institutions have long seen sport as a vehi
cle for the development of social solidarity and cohesion at a
European, rather than national, levelY

Cricket and the rugby codes could legitimately argue that by ensur
ing that players were genuinely 'European' . rhar is eligible and will
ing to represent an EU Member State at international level - then
restrictions on Kolpa]: player." might be justified on the grounds that
the restrictions promote [he development of European sport. A paral
lel approach to Bosman and Kolpak players could act as an inhibition
to the growth of European sport, with the influx of dual-citizenship
players effectively blocking the path of genuine European talent
domestically, without providing mutual opportunities to develop in
Kolpa]: nations. An approach of this kind could be acceptable under
Community law as heing [he genuine protection of a legitirnare inter
est, rather than bald discrirninarion.
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